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Historical Perspective 

• Pharmacy began evolving as clinical discipline during 1960s 

• The concepts of cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness were first 
developed in 1978 

• The term “p’economics” first appeared in the literature in 1986 

• P’economics is now one of the most on demand pharmacy 
disciplines 
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P’economics Questions 

Below are some of many possible questions: 

• What is the added cost of using Drug/Device X compared to the 
added clinical benefits due to it? 

• Should Drug/Device X be restricted to specific patient 
populations? 

• Does the use of Drug/Device X decrease other health care costs? 

• If Drug/Device X is less costly, but less effective, how much of a 
diminish in efficacy can be withstands in order to save money?  

• Would our institution see cost savings within 5 years due to the 
implementation of an X clinic? 
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What is Pharmacoeconomics? 

• P’economics has been defined as the description and analysis of 
the costs of drug therapy to health care systems and society 

• It identifies, measures and compares the costs and 
consequences of pharmaceutical products and services 

• Basic pharmacoeconomic equation: 
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Relationship to Other Research 

• It overlaps with both ‘health economics’ and ‘clinical and 
humanistic outcomes research’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
• There is no standardized training for p’economists. It is a 

multidisciplinary field 
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Types of P’economic Studies 

• There are ‘four’ basic types of p’economic studies 

• Cost-minimization analysis (CMA) 

• Determines costs assuming equivalent benefits 

• Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) 

• Measures benefits in national units, e.g. life years, blood 
pressure, blood glucose 

• Cost-utility analysis (CUA) 

• Incorporates quality of life adjustments into effectiveness 
metric 

• Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) 

• Measures benefits in monetary units 
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Overview of CEA 

• Measures cost in money and outcomes in natural health units 
(e.g. LDL-C, mm Hg, years of life saved) 

• Most common type of p’economic analysis 

• Main advantages 

• Health units are familiar to practitioners 

• Different treatments, but have same treatment goals, can be 
compared  
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Overview of CEA 

• Main disadvantages 

• Alternatives must have outcomes measured in the same 
clinical units 

• Multiple CEA in a single comparison may be required 

• It is difficult to collapse different outcomes into one unit of 
measurement 
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Cost-Effectiveness Grid 
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Average Versus Incremental Costs 

• The ‘difference in costs’ and the ‘difference in outcomes’ are 
important in comparing between medications 

• Average versus incremental cost effectiveness ratio 

Study at Eskisehir Osmangazi University Faculty of Medicine Hospital. Department of Pediatrics, Ankara, Turkey 10 
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Overview of CUA 

• CUA is a subset of CEA 

• Quality-adjusted life years (QALY) 

• CUA takes patient preference (utility) in consideration 

• Utility: preference weight or preference value 

• When calculating QALY, 

• 1 year of life in perfect health has a score of 1.0 utility 

• Health diminishing with disease or treatment has a score of < 
1.0 utility 

• Death is assigned 0.0 per year 
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Overview of CUA 

• Advantage of CUA: 

• Multiple outcomes of interest can be compared 

• Incorporates mortality and morbidity into one common unit 
 

• Disadvantage of CUA: 

• The difficulty in determining an accurate utility or QALY value 
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Calculating CUA 

• QALY is the difference in the length of life permitted by each 
option multiplied by the utility score of life years 

Bootman J et al. Principles of pharmacoeconomics. 3rd ed. OH: Harvey Whitney Books Company; 2005. P.117-147 13 
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Overview of CBA 

• Correlates between the costs and consequences of 
pharmaceutical products and services 

• CBA compares both costs and benefits in monetary units 

 

• Advantage: Many different outcomes can be compared  

• Disadvantage: No universal agreement on one standard method 
for valuing medical outcomes 

 

• CBA can mainly be presented in two formats; net benefit and 
benefit-to-cost ratio 
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Calculating CBA 

• CBA can mainly be presented in two formats…continued 
 

• Net benefit (net cost) calculations 

• Net benefit = total benefit – total cost 

• Net cost = total cost – total benefit 

• An intervention is cost beneficial if 

• Net benefit > 0 

• Net cost < 0 
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Calculating CBA 

• CBA can mainly be presented in two formats…continued 
 

• Benefit-to-cost (or cost-to-benefit) ratio calculations 
 

• Benefit-to-cost ratio = benefit / cost 
 

• Cost-to-benefit ratio = cost / benefit 
 

• An intervention is cost beneficial if 
 

• Benefit-to-cost > 1 

• Cost-to-benefit < 1 
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Calculating CBA 

• Example: A procedure that: 

• Reduced one source of pharmacy department wastage from 
QR7,524,589 to QR4,642,474 per year 

• Reduced a second source of wastage by QR597,460 per year 

• Reduced pharmacists workload by the equivalence of QR220,500 

  

 

 

17 Study at Heart Hospital. Department of Pharmacy, Doha, Qatar 
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Overview of CBA 

• Advantage of CBA over CEA  

18 Bootman J et al. Principles of pharmacoeconomics. 3rd ed. OH: Harvey Whitney Books Company; 2005. P.65-82 
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Cost Categorization 

• P’economic-related costs are commonly categorized into four 
types 
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Cost Categorization 

• P’economic-related costs are commonly categorized into four 
types…continued 
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Perspective 

• ‘Perspective’ describes whose costs are relevant based on the 
purpose of the study 

 

• ‘Social perspective’ is the most appropriate and comprehensive 

 

• The most common perspectives in p’economic studies are: 

• Institution perspective, e.g. hospital   

• Payer perspective. In ‘patient perspective’, the patient’s out of 
pocket expenses are estimated 

Karen LR et al. Essentials of pharmacoeconomics. US: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; 2009. P.13 21 
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Discounting 

• Bringing future costs to the present: Discounting 
 

• There is a time-value associated with money 
 

 

• The discount factor equals: (cost for adjustment)/(1+r)t, 
where 

• ‘r’ is the discount rate 

• ‘t’ is the number of years in the future where savings occur  

Bootman J et al. Principles of pharmacoeconomics. 3rd ed. OH: Harvey Whitney Books Company; 2005. P.47-63 22 
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Sensitivity Analysis 

• Cost or resource consumption is often not known with 
certainly 
 

• Sensitivity analysis is a method to compensate for uncertainly 

• Evaluate the robustness of study conclusion 

• Investigate the applicability of results in different settings 
 

• Re-working economic evaluations using different assumptions 
or estimates of uncertain costs 

• Deterministic 

• Probabilistic 

 

 
Bootman J et al. Principles of pharmacoeconomics. 3rd ed. OH: Harvey Whitney Books Company; 2005. P.47-63 23 
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